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Picture a manufacturing enterprise with plants in multiple locations
around the world. Using a single automation platform that handles
discrete, process and motion control with common programming, human-
machine interface (HMI) and standards-based networks, a night shift
operator gathers and logs data on product quality from his production
line. Realizing that the line is drifting away from optimal operating
parameters, the plant engineer on the other end of the facility examines
diagnostic information gathered and logged by the system and operators.
The next morning, a team led by the director of manufacturing who is
located on another continent, begins analyzing the metrics and historical
trends associated with both the line and the overall process. As a result,
the team rolls out an updated preventive maintenance schedule and
several process changes designed to keep the lines running smoothly.
Changes are made to the production schedule to compensate for the
preventive maintenance, and information is passed to the enterprise
resource planning (ERP) system so that raw materials in the supply chain
can be rerouted to other locations.

Meanwhile, a sales executive, in the middle of negotiations with several
key customers, quickly checks order status and inventories from a Web
browser, while another in finance views raw materials inventory and
production projections to prepare accurate budget forecasts. The head 
of regulatory affairs comes into the office and with a few clicks of a
mouse is able to confirm the ability to track a product back to the exact
date and time it was produced and where the raw materials came from 
in order to meet an industry standards deadline. Based on real-time
information from manufacturing, sales and finance, the CEO provides an
accurate picture of the state of the company’s operations to the board of
directors and shareholders.

A convergence of new business drivers, the urgency to adhere to
emerging industry and government standards and regulations and the
evolution of commercial off-the-shelf information technologies has
resulted in an increased focus on the critical value of information
generated from the manufacturing environment. Rockwell Automation
and its strategic partners are making the conversion of manufacturing
data into valuable business knowledge a much more attractive
proposition – one with a wide range of real business benefits. This
backgrounder will explore how an integrated control and information
system like the one offered through the Rockwell Automation Integrated
Architecture can help manufacturers drive costs out of production,
improve regulatory compliance and respond more quickly to changing
market demands.

The Factory of the
Future Today

“To make sure we could reliably meet
customer demand, we needed a control
solution that would allow accurate
documentation of data values and 
could be easily integrated with other
plant databases and control systems.
Not having to update every database
individually saves time and ensures that
everyone is viewing consistent,
up-to-date data.”

Tier I Automotive Supplier
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Today’s factories generate incredible amounts of raw data – whether it be
the number of parts scrapped during a shift or the amount of ingredients
used in the most recent batch process. That data, when put into the
proper format and into the appropriate hands, can be turned into useful
information to improve manufacturing and business processes. Today’s
new business realities drive manufacturers to seek out the benefits
delivered through control and information integration.

Capturing – and Using – The Data
Some manufacturers had the foresight to work with their automation
suppliers to architect systems that efficiently captured the majority of 
the various data events in their manufacturing operation knowing that
somehow, someday, that data was going to be used for more than plant
floor point solutions. Now manufacturers realize the need to create an
integrated environment where people can interact with the automation
system, and put that data into context – letting users make better, faster
decisions by providing plant-wide information in a single format
appropriate to the function.

Integrating the Factory Floor with ERP Systems 
Many manufacturers installed or upgraded their ERP systems to prepare
for Y2K. These ERP systems – many of which are now reaching maturity
– are only as valuable as the data fed into them. While a large amount of
data has come from the manufacturing environment, that information has
been limited because the custom integration used up until now has been
expensive, cumbersome and inflexible. Customized systems also make
the user dependent on a specific outside entity for maintenance and
upgrade services.

“Representatives from Rockwell
Automation demonstrated in-depth
knowledge of more than just automation.
They really understood the constraints
associated with the manufacturing
process and were willing to work 
with us to find the right solution.”

Global Pharmaceutical Manufacturer
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Compliance as a New Business Imperative
Environmental regulations, quality standards and tracking and traceability
requirements – from both industry and government – are creating a sense
of urgency with regard to the need for more and better manufacturing
information. Examples include the Transportation Recall Enhancement,
Accountability and Documentation (TREAD) Act, which requires
automakers and their suppliers to report on defects that cause bodily
harm by closely tracking the exact time and shift that a specific part 
was assembled. 21 CFR Part 11 is a far-reaching pharmaceutical industry
specification that calls for electronic data records and signatures for 
sign offs through every stage of the manufacturing process. The need for
“information-on-demand” is also stemming from global environmental
initiatives, such as the WEEE and RoHS Directives, as well as from a
growing number of company-specific mandates. For example, WalMart
Stores’ mandated requirement for RFID tagging has led to numerous
other companies announcing similar plans. Even Sarbanes Oxley – once
thought to be solely within the purview of the executive boardroom –
requires senior management to have access to more information than
ever before so that they can attest to the validity of statements provided
to shareholders.

Real-Time Information On-Demand
There has been a natural progression of commercial off-the-shelf
technologies finding their way into the manufacturing environment,
along with the significant cost and flexibility benefits they bring.
Microsoft® Windows®, commercial network processors from suppliers like
Intel, more robust, versatile databases, Web services, service-oriented
architectures (SOA) and robust protocols for EtherNet such as EtherNet/IP
are changing how manufacturers think about what they can and can’t
connect to the factory floor.

Using Automation to Innovate
Data generated on the factory floor can provide significant insight that
helps create new products. Both product lifecycle management (PLM)
and product data management (PDM) have been used in the marketplace
for years, but companies are now realizing that data collected as products
are built or manufactured also can be used to both reduce cost and 
time-to-market as well as increase innovation. This data can be derived
from various sources, including manufacturing processes, equipment and
instrumentation, and can indicate performance, change out, and results
such as the performance of supplier parts or ingredients, manufacturing
processes and parameters/variable allowances.

“We successfully produce quality 
products, but up until recently we didn’t 
have a way to measure efficiency. 
We needed to implement a tool that 
could collect, store and analyze 
production data over time. By doing so, 
we were able to look deeper into the
operation and determine the root cause 
of the slowdown. Our plant now has 
the capability of producing considerably
more on a per-shift basis than in the past.”

Bulk Container Manufacturer
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Globalization and Consolidation 
Lead to Decentralized Manufacturing
The need to deliver on a global basis – once a requirement reserved 
only for the largest companies – is now a strategic imperative for most
manufacturers. In addition, mergers, acquisitions and consolidations
within various industries have created a myriad of factories with different
standards and production methods. In the past, factories focused on
connecting islands of automation together into a single system. Now
companies are faced with connecting “islands of factories” together into 
a single integrated manufacturing enterprise.

The convergence of business drivers, adherence to regulations and 
new commercial technologies is raising the consciousness of both
manufacturing and IT that there is an urgent need to connect the two
environments together – creating demand for a single integrated control
and information system that supports the entire enterprise.

“Establishing your own plant IT strategy is
critical. If you don’t have a plan in place
when you need to solve a problem, it is too
easy to start down a path that leads to the
wrong destination. Seemingly independent
decisions can have global implications.”

Greg Gorbach, ARC Advisory Group,
as quoted in ARC Insights, 9/14/2005
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AMR Research, in a 2005 study, estimated the business benefit of 
“The Perfect Order” – an order with no inventory, no work-in-progress
(WIP), impeccable quality, optimum delivery and immediate payment.
In that study, the firm determined that the Perfect Order could result in
up to 15 percent improvement in inventory, 17 percent improvement in
fulfillment, 30 percent improvement in cash-to-cycle times and 10 percent
reduction in out-of-stock incidents.

One manufacturer of paint and coatings successfully integrated its batch
automation systems with accounting and finance departments in a way
that allowed all ordering of raw materials to happen on an automatic
basis. This greatly improved the efficiency and cost effectiveness of their
warehousing and Just-in-Time (JIT) order operations. Rather than handle
inventory and materials management transactions manually, the system
recognizes when a raw material inventory is low, sends an e-mail to the
supplier and a corresponding purchase order to accounting – all without
paper pushing.

Several major automakers are changing the ways they build and market
their vehicles. The concept of a customer being able to track a vehicle
from entry through production and shipment is now largely a reality.
Other companies now have established a customer Web portal for all
order entry and tracking – a portal that exchanges information directly
with the factory floor. Integration benefits extend into customer service as
well, with the ability to connect manufacturing to customer relationship
management (CRM) systems accessed by sales people and dealer
networks. Some automakers also are turning the TREAD Act’s compliance
pressures into a major opportunity – taking the information generated
through TREAD Act compliance and using it to improve warranty
management systems and catch potential recalls early on in the process.
In addition, the new sources of information in manufacturing can help
automakers trace problems back to suppliers in a way that’s easier to
document and can drive warranties cost back into the supply chain.
This, of course, is compelling automakers to put pressure on their Tier I
suppliers to improve their tracking, genealogy and JIT systems, as well.

So Where Are The
Real Opportunities?

“Reliable data in an easy-to-access 
format is critical to defining potential
problems, analyzing them and 
determining if they’ve been fixed. 
The production performance solution 
we installed allows for real-time collection
of data that’s saved us time and effort.”

Six-Sigma Black Belt Manager,
Automotive OEM
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Highly regulated industries including life sciences, brewing and beverage
and food spend a great deal of time and money on compliance. Many are
recognizing that investments in integrated manufacturing systems have
benefits that accrue well beyond the stamp of compliance, including
better products and better use of capital and human resources. These
companies often need to employ individuals with very specific expertise
for such operational duties as handling hazardous materials, managing a
batch change, adjusting or overriding process operating parameters, or
verifying quality parameters during quarantine immediately following a
production run. Providing a direct link between manufacturing and
human resources can help make sure that the right people are in place 
to do the right jobs – resulting in increased competencies and a more
engaged, optimized work force.

Integrated control and information is even helping suppliers work
together better. Paint and coatings suppliers are working with their
automotive customers to get better visibility into the demand for 
different colors so that they can in turn adjust production to better meet
market needs. Real-time sharing of knowledge in a way that helps both
the automaker and the paint supplier means higher sales – offering
customers their choice of colors rather than simply whatever color is
available on the showroom floor.
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Aberdeen Group, in a 2004 report, identified poor data collection as 
the number one reason why manufacturers’ production optimization
efforts failed. Integrating manufacturing operations is a major strategic
undertaking – one that requires both the right tools and technologies
AND a commitment from senior management in the boardroom, IT and
manufacturing. Integration of manufacturing information with the rest 
of the enterprise requires contributions from a wide range of disciplines,
and the right technologies at several levels within the information chain.
Taking shortcuts usually results in getting lost – or worse.

The Right Mindset and the Right Tools
Integration of control and information systems in manufacturing requires
an end-to-end understanding of the problems that you’re trying to solve.
That means that those who lead the manufacturing operations need to
get out and talk with their peers in departments who could use the
information that manufacturing generates – accounting, finance,
marketing, purchasing, human resources, and of course, IT. There needs
to be a mutual understanding of roles, business pressures, metrics used
to evaluate, functions, and most of all, the types of information needed
for success. What really gets the initiative going is when the president 
or CEO of the company sees the potential and understands the value – 
in cost savings, performance improvements, increased innovation and 
higher quality. Without buy-in, the entire effort will continue to be a
“nice-to-have.”

The initiative extends to OEMs and suppliers, as well. Many OEMs 
are interested in integrating control and information in manufacturing
operations for the benefit of their customers. In fact, Rockwell
Automation today works with a wide range of machine OEMs that 
use remote access to their machines as a way to monitor and improve
performance AND link the machines more tightly with customer
manufacturing operations.

With the right mindset and preparation, you’re halfway there. Integrated
control and information requires careful deployment of a variety of
disciplines, including the core control disciplines, production disciplines
and appropriate methods for enterprise application integration.

What are the 
Keys to Success?

“I showed a team of IT people, internal
auditors, production people and accounting
staff that most of the information they
needed already resided in the control
system on the plant floor. We discussed
how I could take that information and
transfer it into existing databases where
people were currently hand-keying
information. From that point forward the
changes were driven by all involved
parties. That was the key to making the
whole project successful.”

World-Leading Manufacturer
of Ladders and Climbing Equipment
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Working in concert with your internal team, your automation and
information technology partners can lend incredible amounts of insight
into the best strategies for integrated automation solutions. If they’re truly
enlightened about the value of manufacturing information and its role in
driving business value, it’s likely they’ve seen situations similar to yours,
and can help your efforts run more smoothly. Rockwell Automation is
helping organizations understand the benefits of integrated control 
and information, including implementation of tracking and tracing
applications to help prepare for new regulations like TREAD and 
21 CFR Part 11, designing asset tracking and management solutions to
reduce costs and increase return on investment (ROI), or deploying
manufacturing execution systems (MES) for creating the critical
links between manufacturing and the supply chain.

But it doesn’t end there. Expertise is critical to successfully implementing
information-enabled manufacturing, but the task is made much easier
with automation solutions that are designed for an information-driven
world. Some experts would argue, in fact, that it’s nearly impossible –
or at minimum hugely expensive – to accomplish these goals without
contemporary technology solutions in the areas of control systems, MES,
application integration and business process management.

The Information-Enabled Control System 
Ask any automation expert 10 years ago whether they’d have thought 
of automation as a strategic business asset, and they’d have considered
this to be far-fetched. However, that statement is now a reality. Today’s
contemporary automation control systems – ones designed for an
information-enabled manufacturing environment – are critical to
successfully extracting manufacturing data and turning it into business
knowledge – especially in an era where factory floor devices provide
more than simple “on/off,” “open/closed” and “functional/non-functional”
information. Contemporary control systems are the “creators and servers”
of manufacturing data. If manufacturing data is the precious ore, the
control systems are the sophisticated array of shovels, cranes and
conveyors that bring that ore out of the mine and into the processing
facility where it’s turned into a valuable product.

Don’t be fooled into thinking that all automation control systems are
created equal. It’s extremely important that the control system deployed in
your facility have the necessary attributes to contribute to an information-
enabled environment. If not, it is missing out on the ability to become a
strategic business asset and instead becomes a major liability.
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Rockwell Automation has put significant investment behind the
development of its control systems – solutions consisting of Logix multi-
disciplinary control, HMI, configuration and networking capabilities – to
make it the industry’s best automation solution for information-enabled
manufacturing. Key attributes of Rockwell Automation control systems
that separate them from the systems of the past include:

• A single control platform, with unmatched flexibility. The Rockwell
Automation Logix control platform is the base for a plant-wide control
system with the capability to address process, batch, discrete, safety
and motion applications all from a common control platform.

• A common tag-based programming structure that eliminates the need
to maintain cross references between tag names and physical
addresses. One address makes programs easier to read and access
even without documentation. Tag names can be shared between
controller programs, HMI and other applications by defining each 
tag only once, reducing programming and integration costs.

• Support for robust, open IT networking standards such as EtherNet/IP,
ControlNet and DeviceNet that share a common industrial protocol
(CIP) – the most popular industrial protocol. These networking
standards not only allow for seamless information flow between the
factory floor and the enterprise, but also enable the use of smarter
end devices that generate more than simple on/off or open/closed
data back to the automation system.

“From the outset, we viewed the
implementation of RFID technology as a
catalyst for making process changes that
improve business performance. Once the
data is collected, we’ll use it to improve
inventory tracking, automate many of our
quality control and inventory processes,
and simplify our data collecting processes.

Leading Ice Cream/
Confection Producer
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An Integrated Suite of Plant-Wide Information Software 
Most companies have not maximized the ROI from their ERP, supply
chain management (SCM) or advance planning systems (APS) initiatives
because of limited access to factory floor data that is keyed in at the end
of a shift. A managing partner at a leading business consulting firm was
quoted as saying that “companies that have gone live realize their ERP
packages included only about 50 percent of the technology they needed
to get the full benefit of their systems.”

For enterprise business planning and supply chain systems to flourish,
they need regular care and feeding of information emanating from their
counterparts at the automation layer. Unfortunately for many companies,
the gap between those systems means that they aren’t getting the
information they need, when they need it, or in the form that they 
need it, to get the full value those investments promised to deliver.

Plant-wide information software bridges the gap between ERP and plant
floor by unleashing the relevant real-time information embedded at the
automation layer, and exposing and delivering it to the people and
systems that need it. It includes solutions that focus on plant-level
planning, execution and analysis – the key to driving sustainable
manufacturing performance.

Rockwell Automation has committed to the development of an integrated
production management and performance suite – FactoryTalk® – that
bridges that critical gap between the automation and information layers of
an enterprise. Our blend of plant floor controls and information systems
experience offers a unique perspective when it comes to understanding
where IT and manufacturing meet. FactoryTalk provides executives with a
real-time, knowledge-based decision support system by addressing the
production disciplines common to most manufacturing enterprises.

The FactoryTalk scalable, modular and standards-based production
performance software applications are designed for tight integration 
with the Rockwell Automation Logix control platform, as well as
extensive connectivity to third-party and legacy systems. FactoryTalk
applications will run on the FactoryTalk service-oriented architecture
(SOA) – a common set of software services that includes security,
diagnostics, auditing, data model, licensing, real-time data, historical data,
configuration and alarms and events.

INTEGRATED CONTROL AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS
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The FactoryTalk suite consists of multiple production disciplines
corresponding with common manufacturing activities that require
integration of plant-floor data with business systems. FactoryTalk
production disciplines, whether used individually or in combination 
with each other, leverage the knowledge-based infrastructure inherent in
the FactoryTalk SOA for more efficient data sharing, easier integration
and faster startup. Each production discipline within the FactoryTalk suite
delivers distinct business benefits:

• Performance and Visibility provides a window into the process by
incorporating the creation of performance metrics, as well as the
situational display of manufacturing information at the machine, line,
plant, and enterprise level. Reporting and analysis tools, operator
interfaces and management dashboards deliver contextual, localized,
role-based information for better decision-making.

• Production Management addresses order sequencing and execution,
tracking and genealogy, and interactive manufacturing process 
control. By synchronizing actionable real-time information across
manufacturing methods, materials, manpower and machines,
companies can improve coordination of multiple production processes
– regardless of location.

• Asset Management improves overall security, intelligence and
predictability related to plant resources. Monitoring and auditing
equipment or network health, as well as overall resource availability
creates a foundation for optimizing maintenance and plant operations.

• Quality and Compliance helps companies adhere to established
standards and specifications related to the execution of operational
processes and procedures. An automated, proactive environment
improves first-pass quality and product consistency and simplifies 
the regulatory reporting process.

• Data Management provides tools and methods to enable integration
and workflow across disparate systems, as well as storage of master
data, event, process and production information. It creates a foundation
for contextual information by organizing, synchronizing, archiving and
aggregating data collected by automated or manual systems.

• Design and Configuration provides integrated environments 
for creating and modeling production processes, programming
automation controls, as well as tools to setup equipment, order and
product definitions. This integrated approach streamlines the overall
planning, development and deployment processes resulting in faster,
lower-cost implementations.
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Automation and Information-Enabled –  
An Integrated Control and Information Architecture
Individually, an information-enabled control architecture and an
automation-enabled suite of plant-wide information software bring
significant benefits to any manufacturing organization, but premier
integration between the two delivers a host of additional benefits in
terms of scope of delivery, scalability and real-time information access.

• Scope of Delivery – The Logix control platform offers the capability 
to execute discrete, batch, process, motion and safety control from 
a common platform. The FactoryTalk production disciplines bring
visualization, design, configuration and management of performance,
production, quality and assets from within a single FactoryTalk SOA
to reduce startup and training costs and facilitate more efficient
exchange of information.

• Scalability/Modularity – The Logix control platform is available
through a wide range of controller offerings designed to match
individual application needs. FactoryTalk software applications can 
be implemented as embedded, stand-alone, plant-wide or multi-site
solutions. This allows customers to implement precisely the right
configuration for their unique needs with flexibility to easily expand.

• Real-Time Information – The Logix control platform and FactoryTalk
integrated production management and performance suite feature
premier integration, as well as connectivity to legacy and third-party
systems. This helps provide low-cost integration and a more efficient
flow of real-time information.

• Faster ROI – A modular approach, coupled with an improved ability
to take action on factory floor analysis, eliminates risk and leads to a
significantly faster return-on-investment.
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History has shown that companies that try to offer everything themselves
usually put their customers into proprietary boxes with little room for
flexibility. Building information-enabled systems is one area where going it
alone is a certain recipe for failure. The manufacturing environment has a
lot to gain by leveraging commercial off-the-shelf information technologies
– just as the enterprise has a lot to gain from manufacturing information.

Rockwell Automation has always set the benchmark for industry
partnerships – through its Encompass program, technology licensing and
strategic alliances. These partnerships are critical to delivering successful
information-enabled automation solutions to customers worldwide.
Examples include:

Intel™ – the Leader in Microprocessor Technology
Rockwell Automation was heavily involved in specification development
for Intel’s new line of IXP465 network processors. These processors
combine power and performance, previously available only in proprietary
ASICs, with flexibility and cost benefits of open technologies. This new
line of processors, which will be incorporated into the next-generation of
Rockwell Automation networking solutions, bring commercial technology
directly into industrial controls and networks, and enable the Rockwell
Automation Integrated Architecture to work with a broader range of
commercial technology platforms.

Cisco® – Bringing EtherNet to Manufacturing
Rockwell Automation is working closely with this worldwide leader in
networking standards and applications to bring industrial versions of
EtherNet – most notably EtherNet/IP – to manufacturing enterprises
worldwide. The two companies are working to offer industrial-grade
technologies that meet the rigorous needs of factory floor environments
and are complementary to the broader IT network.

IBM® – Leveraging an Industry Standard Messaging Framework
IBM and Rockwell Automation are working to leverage IBM’s middleware
technology – specifically WebSphere Business Integration, WebSphere
Portal Server, MQ and other technologies – to extend the Rockwell
Software FactoryTalk suite for open, standards-based integration and
visualization. In addition, IBM is working with Rockwell Automation in
industries such as automotive and life sciences.

In conjunction with the life sciences industry initiative, Rockwell
Automation has deployed a fully integrated manufacturing demonstration
as part of the Value-Driven Compliance Solutions in IBM’s Industry
Solution Center in La Gaude, France, which is garnering interest not only
from manufacturers in the life sciences industry, but also consumer
packaged goods.

Strategic Alliances
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Encompass Partners – an Ensemble Cast
As members of the industry’s most comprehensive strategic alliance
program, numerous Rockwell Automation Encompass Partners offer
solutions that contribute to the company’s information-enabled
automation strategy.

The good news is that most manufacturers can integrate their control and
information systems today. Once manufacturing organizations recognize
the immense value that factory floor information has to the rest of the
enterprise, the next step is to find a partner like Rockwell Automation 
to help implement their control and information systems – combining a
highly flexible, modular control system architecture with an integrated
suite of plant-wide information software. With automation that leverages
an integrated control and information architecture, the old adage
“Information is Power” is within reach for today’s manufacturers.

INTEGRATED CONTROL AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS
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